paper summarizes and modifies the financial interpretation of risk decomposition in terms of standard deviation, value at risk (VaR) and expected shortfall (ES) from references and performs empirical analysis of each risk measure. The conclusion is that all the risk decomposition in terms of standard deviation, VaR and ES can be interpreted by the corresponding loss contribution.
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I.INTRODUCTION
In modern risk-based investment theory, risk decomposition technique is widely used because this approach puts risk diversification at the core. Under this technique, portfolio risk measure can be mathematically decomposed as marginal risk contribution or percentage risk contribution of each asset. Using it, market researchers can tell what percentage the risk of considered asset contributes to the portfolio risk.
However, this approach is widely disputed because mathematical decomposition does not necessarily have practical significance. To put it in another way, researchers wonder whether each decomposed component has a sound financial interpretation. Qian (2006) has arrived at the financial interpretation of risk decomposition by building a relationship between loss contribution and percentage risk contribution in terms of volatility and VaR. He further performed an empirical analysis of a balanced portfolio and concluded that risk contribution in terms of volatility and VaR can be interpreted as expected contribution to potential downside return of the portfolio. As for another important risk measure ES, Boudt, Peterson and Croux (2009) found that the contribution to ES can be interpreted as the expected contribution to portfolio return when the portfolio return is more than or equal to the value ofVaR.
However, Qian (2006)'s work on interpreting volatility decomposition is not very convincing: he pointed out three special cases in which the risk contribution can be perfectly interpreted by loss contribution, but the three cases cannot represent all the scenarios; the empirical result was also inconsistent with his theoretical conclusion due to small sample and imperfect assumption. As for the interpretation of ES, Boudt, Peterson and Croux (2009) 978-1-4673-5032-7/12/$3\.00 ©20 12 IEEE 2424
did not perform empirical analysis to verifY their viewpoints.
In this paper, the author provides a new case to supplement the original three cases provided by Qian to make the interpretation of volatility decomposition more widely applied in reality. The author further uses the latest data to perform numerical analysis for volatility, VaR and ES under this case. The structure of the paper is as follows. Interpretation of risk contribution for volatility, VaR and ES is presented in Section 2, 3, 4 separately. In each of these sections, numerical analysis is performed following the theoretical part. Finally this paper is concluded in Section 5.
I I. PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO PORTFOLIO VOLATILITY
V olatility measures the deviation of downside return from the mean. For simplicity, consider only two assets in the portfolio with weights Wj and W2 respectively. The return of each asset is denoted by r), r2 with mean 11)' 112 and volatility 0'), 0'2. The correlation is denoted as p. Under the assumption of normal distribution, the portfolio mean 11 and standard deviation 0' is easily obtained by
To involve financial interpretation, we need to know loss contribution, which is defined as Ci = E(wir;!wIrl + W2r2 = r) j r, i = 1,2, namely, the expected contribution from each asset divided by the downside portfolio return.
A. Risk Contribution and Loss Contribution
According to Euler Decomposition, the portfolio 
Therefore, the percentage contribution of each asset to 0' can be mathematically defined as
Qian (2006) has proved the following relationship between risk contribution Pi and loss contribution Ci, i= 1 ,2:
According to this relationship, there are three special cases where the risk contribution equals the loss contribution. Firstly, when[11and [12are both zero,w1[11P2 equals W2 [12P1 , implying C1 = P1 and C2 = P2 ' This condition applies to short term return of securities where the expected returns are almost zero. In practice, much risk management analyses are literally done over one-day or one-week scale. Another case is when w10r w2 equals zero, the percentage risk contribution P10r P2 equals zero, so that C1 = P1, C2 = P2 ' In practice, this case is barely seen. However, if one of the assets weights very small relatively to the downside portfolio return r, the risk contribution can still be considered almost perfectly interpreted by the loss contribution. Finally, if the equation P2W1[11 = P1W2[12 holds or Wlill = W2il2 holds,
P2 Pi
the risk contribution is equal to the loss contribution. Actually, this condition is the first order condition of marginal utility for an optimal mean-variance portfolio. In another word, risk contribution perfectly depicts the loss contribution for optimized mean-variance portfolio. Based on the above fact, Qian (2006) concluded that the volatility decomposition can be financially interpreted by loss contribution. However, as far as the author considered, this conclusion is not very convincing: foremost, except the case when [11 = [12 = 0, chances are limited for other two cases in practice, which is also admitted by Qian (2006) ; In addition, although the case [11 = [12 = 0 is common, it does not apply to mid-term and long-term horizon. So the author provides another more generalized case: P2 W1 [11 -P1 W2 [12 is relatively small to downside portfolio return r. This is almost true because Pi, Wi, [1i are usually small than one if short sell is not allowed, so their product can be small. More importantly, risk managers pay more attention to large risk, such as the VaR with over 80% confidence level so that P2 W1 [11 -P1 W2 [12 looks even smaller compared to the large downside return. Therefore, we conclude that for most practical cases, volatility decomposition can be interpreted by loss contribution.
B. Numeric Analysis
In this part, the author compares the theoretical predictions with actual results by a portfolio of 40% S&P 500 stock and 60% General Electric Company stock. The author considers monthly return from 1964-01-01 to 2425 2012-01-0 I because monthly return has larger sample space than annual one. Table 1 gives the moments and percentage contribution of both stocks. Table 2 shows the loss contributions predicted by risk contribution together with the realized loss contribution for downside return above -1 % and in several bins. Actually, the VaR of portfolio downside return at 80% confidence interval is -3%, However, the author selects -1 % instead of -3% as the upper bound because -1 % is already big enough to P2W1[11 -P1W2[12 = 0.0001643 and it has more sample space for each bin to calculate realized loss contribution than -3%. Later one can tell that the sample space problem in Qian (2006)'s work has been greatly improved by this way. In table 2, only GE stocks' predicted and realized loss contribution is reported because the percentage contribution of the two stocks adds up to 1. As the loss contribution can only be predicted by point downside return, the midpoint of each bin is selected as the point return. As the downsIde return decreases, the predIcted loss contribution of GE stock (P_C2) decreases from 74.18% to 73.34%, approaching its percentage contribution (p_contrib) 73.08%. Table 2 shows the predicted loss contribution agrees with the realized loss contribution (r _ C2) in general and perfectly captures the descending trend of the realized values. There seems a large gap between predicted and realized values at the last bin. The reason is that the sample space N is too small, though it has been enlarged compared to Qian (2006)'s work. Another reason might be the fat tail of the return of the stock, which is inconsistent with the normal distributed assumption. The predicted and realized standard deviations (p _ std, r _ std) of the percentage contribution are 
III.PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO PORTFOLIO VAR
In this section, the same financial interpretation is extended for VaR contribution. VaR is the most popular risk measure in financial institution. It describes the left tail of the return distribution, or more formally, describes a quantile of the projected distribution of downside return over a target horizon. Generally, given a confidence level a, Va R a is defined by the following equation
Va R a = inf{Va R a E R IP(r :s:: Va R a) :::: 1 -a} (7) where r is the downside return. If the return distribution is continuous, VaRa can be written as Per :s:: Va R a) = 1-a.
For non-normal distributed return, VaR can be approximated based on moments of the distribution by Cornish-Fisher expansion as follows (8) where [1 is the mean and (J is the standard deviation, and
where z" is denoted as a% quantile of standard normal distribution and s, k is denoted as skewness and excess kurtosis respectively.
A. Risk contribution and loss contribution
Since VaR is linear homogeneous function of weights, according to Euler Decomposition, VaR can be mathematically decomposed as Although contribution to VaR has the similar financial interpretation as volatility both in terms of loss contribution, there are several subtle differences. Firstly, while the interpretation of VaR contribution applies to all cases as long as the downside return is set to be VaR, only in several cases can volatility contribution be perfectly explained by loss contribution. Secondly, when interpreting VaR contribution, the downside return has to be equal to VaR while the contribution to volatility does not depend on the portfolio return. So in this sense, contribution to VaR is more restrictive. Thirdly, from equation (12), VaR contribution is always equal to loss contribution as long as the downside return is set to be VaR, which means it is always perfectly explained by loss contribution. For volatility contribution, on the other hand, risk contribution cannot be perfectly interpreted by loss contribution in most time.
B. Numerical analysis
Jaschke (2002) has shown that the Cornish-Fisher approximation is efficient and accurate enough to obtain VaR. Thus the author uses this method to approximate portfolio VaR and VaR decomposition. Given the same portfolio in section 2.B, percentage contribution from GE stock to different values of portfolio VaR is presented in Table 3 . These values are selected to coincide with the midpoints of downside return bins in Table 2 so that we can compare the predicted C2 with the obtained realized C2 of each downside return. For instance, when the downside return is -0.015 or within -0.01 and -0.02, the VaR contribution (0.8102) is better explained than the volatility contribution 0.7308 by realized loss contribution 0.8616. This is because for each loss contribution, the downside return is equal to VaR so it bears more close relationship with VaR contribution while volatility contribution is independent of the downside return. Another possible reason is that according to equation (5), as long as P2Wl[11 -PIW2[12 =/= 0, c 2 "" P2 ' then P2 is only "almost" perfectly explained by C2' VaR contribution, however, is always perfectly interpreted by loss contribution C2 due to equation (12). On the other hand, it should be noted that while the VaR decomposition is better estimated, it does not provide a measure for standard error, which is a disadvantage compared to risk contribution in terms of volatility.
IV.PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION TO PORTFOLIO ES ES is defined as the expected downside return given that the return falls in the worst a part of the return distribution (13)
In other words, ES is the expected return in the left tail of the return distribution. It gives information about frequency and size of large downside return.
A. Risk contribution and loss contribution Scaillet (2002) proved that the first order derivative of the expected shortfall with respect to portfolio allocation IS:
a Es 
a"' j So they concluded that percentage contribution to ES can be interpreted as the expected contribution to portfolio return when the downside portfolio return is at most the value ofVaR
The author uses the Cornish-Fisher approximation to approximate portfolio ES and ES decomposition. Given the same portfolio in Section 2.B, percentage contribution from GE stock to different values of portfolio ES is shown in Table 3 . The VaR used for obtaining each ES are selected in the same way as in table 3. Both theoretical deduction and empirical evidences illustrate that risk decomposition has a valid financial interpretation in terms of loss contribution. When the considered return is assumed to be normal, contribution to portfolio volatility is easy to obtain and often approximately depicts the loss contribution in practice. Risk contribution in terms of VaR and ES, on the other hand, is more precisely interpreted by the loss contribution and the interpretation IS universally applicable.
